CHILDREN’S EASY FICTION

BUG IN A RUG – R. Punter
A lively story with irresistible illustrations, this book is a delight to share with very young children.

WHERE IS THE GREEN SHEEP?
– M. Fox. Here is the blue sheep, and here is the red sheep. Here is the bath sheep, and here is the bed sheep. But where is the green sheep?

preadiofic

ADOLESCENT FICTION

MAGNUS CHASE AND THE SWORD OF SUMMER – R. Riordan. My name is Magnus Chase. I’m orphaned and living rough on the streets of Boston, and things are about to get worse.

NON-FICTION

UNDERNEATH MY CLOTHES – J. Ettles. When and who decided that we should be judged solely by size and appearance? Why do so many of us set our mood for the day when we stand on the bathroom scales? Why does weight loss and being thin so often equate to being successful and beautiful?

THE RAILWAY DOG – O. Parker.
Set amidst South Australia’s beautiful but isolated mid-north. ‘The Railway Dog’ tells the true story of Bob, a scruffy brown stray bought on impulse by a local railway man as a gift for his wife – setting in motion the beginnings of a legend.

ADULT FICTION

ACCORDING TO YES – D. French. The Foreign Land of the Very Wealthy, otherwise known as Manhattan’s Upper East Side, has its own rigid code of behaviour. It’s a code strictly adhered to by the Wilder-Bingham family. Emotional displays - unacceptable
Fun – no thanks
Unruly behaviour - definitely not welcome

ROGUE LAWYER – J. Grisham
I’m not a typical lawyer. I don’t maintain a pretty office filled with mahogany and leather. I don’t belong to a big firm, prestigious or otherwise. I don’t do good works through the bar association. I’m a lone gunman, a rogue who fights bad systems and hates injustice…

THE STRANGER – H.Coben
Adam Price has a lot to lose: a comfortable marriage to a beautiful woman, two wonderful sons, and all the trappings of the American Dream – a big house, a good job, a perfect life. But then he meets a stranger in a bar. And he learns a devastating secret about his wife.

MONTY & ME – L. Bennet
You might think that dogs can’t understand us…but you’d be wrong. Apart from his obsession with cheese, Monty is actually a very clever animal. So when his beloved master is murdered, Monty decides to use his formidable nose to track down the killer.
If you are someone who still likes to flick through the pages of a magazine rather than downloading and reading them on mobile devices then please remember that we get the following magazines in the library and you are most welcome to go on a borrowing list that allows you to receive current editions without having to purchase or subscribe to each magazine. Please contact me in the library if you would like me to add you to our borrowing list.

ORDERS ARE DUE BACK AT SCHOOL OR ONLINE BY
THURSDAY 11th FEBRUARY

Please remember to return student DVD borrowing permission forms that went home last week with other school permission notes.

Thank you

Happy Reading,
Tracey
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